
Tami O'Malley is a designer and lifestyle content

creator sharing tips for making a home in the

season of young motherhood. A montessori-ish

mama of 2 daughters, Tami shares creative ways

that make both home and motherhood more

intentional. From home decor ideas and

organization tips, to simplifying household

routines and just making meal time more special

for her littles- her audience of mamas and decor

enthusiasts alike follow along as she inspires

them to turn ordinary days into magical

memories.   

A B O U T

 

20.7k+ Instagram Followers

 

30k+ Weekly Page Views

 

100k+ Pinterest Monthly Views

 

964+ Facebook Followers

 

 

 

S O C I A L  M E D I A  S T A T S

Tami O’Malley 

F I N D  M E

tami@tamiomalley.com

 

Instagram: @tami_omalley

Pinterest: /tami_omalley

Facebook: /taminicoleomalley

 

www.tamiomalley.com | launching soon!

 

 

TAM I
O ' MAL L EY

Motherhood +  Home +  Li fes ty le  



IG FEED POST

$550+

I would love to showcase your

product or service in our bright and

cozy home or backyard. I will style

professional photography and then

dedicate an IG feed post solely to

your brand. I will creatively caption

any unique features or promotional

messaging in an engaging way and

with your target audience in mind.

IG feed posts are timed for ideal

views and engagement and tagged

with relevant hashtags. Brand will

be tagged in both the photo and the

caption. 

 

I love showcasing new and existing products that simplify the
routines of motherhood and make keeping up a home easier for
families with young children. Items that add value to our everyday
routine are quintessential, as long-lasting partnerships that build
trust with my followers over time is very important to me. Past
partners include: Rugs USA, Beddy's, Lily and River, Edoki
Academy, Cuddle and Kind, Plant Therapy and more. Have an idea
in mind? I have a background in design and would love to
brainstorm new promotions or ways of working together! 

Let ' s  Work Together !   

 B R A N D
P A R T N E R S

IG STORY SHARE

$275*

I love sharing our day-to-day on stories! 

I offer a series of 3-5 stories in sequence,

where I share an introduction, unboxing,

how-to, or call out important features of a

product or service, before ending with a

swipe up to your product. Stories may

include designed slides, short videos set to

music, or be presented in a relatable 

everyday tone (or in combination).

 

*Stories are available at a discounted rate

when timed with a feed post. 

($750+ combined)

 

 

 

 IG REEL / VIDEO

$750+

Same as my IG feed post deliverables

but formatted as an edited video reel 

< 1 minute in length, set to royalty-free

music or voiceover.

ADD-ONS

Additional images/Image releases 

Giveaway Hosting

Child model fee

 Whitelisting

 On-location shooting


